HOLLOWCORE PANEL DETAILS
BASE CONNECTIONS
1" SHIM

EMBED PLATE
CONTINUOUS ANGLE
EMBED IN FOOTING

T.O. FOOTING
ELEV. =

C.I.P. FOOTING
JOINT & CORNER CONDITIONS
TYPICAL INSULATED WALL PANEL CORNER DETAILS
TYPICAL PANEL JOINT
EXPOSED PANEL TO PANEL CONNECTION

CONCEALED PANEL TO PANEL CONNECTION

SHEAR WALL CONNECTIONS IF REQUIRED
PRECAST OPENING 4"

SOLID CORES

HEAD

PRECAST OPENING

JAMB

SOLID CORE

SILL

SOLID CORES
SPANCRETE PLANK TO WALL PANEL CONDITIONS
TOP CONNECTIONS
EMBED CAST INTO WALL PANEL

STEEL BEAM

PLATE SUPPLIED BY SPANCRETE, INSTALLED NOT BY SPANCRETE.

2" MIN.
T-STRAP PLATE
CONTINUOUS ANGLE
NOT BY SPANCRETE.
SLOTTED INSERT
STEEL BEAM